BOOKS

Book reviews and books of interest to “Tobacco Control” should be sent to the editor at the address given on the inside front cover.

Tobacco and women’s health


This book contains everything you want to know about tobacco and women’s health. Vierola has put together a readable, comprehensive volume that goes far beyond what one might expect from a medical specialist, or from a book on tobacco and women’s health. Only the exceptional emphasis on the benefits of hormone replacement therapy betrays the author’s primary specialisation in obstetrics and gynaecology. The author covers health effects, but also includes advice on quitting, policy initiatives, and issues in developing countries.

Despite considerable referencing of the scientific literature, Tobacco and women’s health is very much a popular book. Open it anywhere and there is something that grabs your attention. It is an easy read and does not suffer from the kind of pedantry that often characterises the academic literature. But it is also directive and delivers advice as the doctor ordered, a feature that might put off some readers looking for a more impartial account.

With an introduction by Margaretha Haglund that focuses on the history of advertising and women’s smoking, Vierola launches into a whirlwind tour of the topic. Chapter 1, for example, is titled “Smoking frequency among women”, but also includes the effect of advertising and women’s magazines on women’s smoking, how lung cancer became an “equal opportunity” disease, a discussion of the relative importance of price and education strategies, and a section on World Health Organization and US anti-smoking campaigns. This is punctuated by boxed quotes on a number of different topics.

There are nine chapters on the effects of smoking on various diseases and body systems, as well as chapters on initiation, cessation, and the role of health care professionals. A final chapter provides relevant web addresses for those seeking further information. The book is also indexed. It includes a sprinkling of cartoons, photos, and maxims for smokers (“When you can’t breathe, nothing else matters”—American Lung Association).

The book is remarkably broad, including both detailed medical advice and clear thinking on policy, but there are inaccuracies and unsupported statements. The section on cigarettes as a gateway drug draws unwarranted conclusions, as does the section on the effects of advertising bans. At one point, the author says there are no risks of nicotine replacement therapy to the fetus, but we know that nicotine has a detrimental effect on prenatal neurological development. There is also a heavy reliance on single studies, leaving the reader to wonder about the generalisability of the findings. Readers should be cautioned that an accurate account of what is currently accepted might require consulting various surgeon general’s reports.

Referencing is inconsistent. While two Finnish studies on light cigarettes are cited, Kozlowski’s filter blocking studies in the same paragraph are unacknowledged. Much of the information is not well digested, and many sections hop from topic to topic. A good editor would have made a difference here. While this is generally not desirable in a book, it may serve to keep the channel flipping reader involved. Despite these drawbacks, Vierola’s book is generally solid and could be recommended for the non-academic reader seeking understanding of tobacco and women’s health and the larger context of smoking for both women and men. It may well pique the interest of the casual reader and lead to a more in-depth search of the growing literature on tobacco control.

ROBERTA FERRENCE
Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, University of Toronto, 33 Russell Street, Toronto, Ontario M5S 2S1, Canada; roberta.ferrence@utoronto.ca

Double indemnity: making sense of the US settlement


No great task is done in a moment, encapsulated in the actions of a few characters, or caught in but one small emotion. Those who have been engaged with the war against tobacco dependence, commonly called smoking, know this and will find many lessons about this struggle in Assuming the risk, and what I shall call The convergence essays. Reviewing these two books was a learning experience for me since I am not a lawyer. But you will not find me trying to teach the legal arguments from these books. What these books do provide for me is some insight into how lawyers in Mississippi and Minnesota established cases that moved the tobacco industry to settle with all US states for $246 billion.

Assuming the risk is a tell all book that centres on the personalities of the Mississippi legal drama against the tobacco industry. The first two portions of this book centre on Don Barrett, a lawyer with a mission against the tobacco industry, and Merrell Williams, a whistle blower whose copied Brown and Williamson documents played an important part in exposing tobacco industry lies. The final portion brings the diverse elements from the earlier stories together and to a conclusion.

Let me begin by saying that this is an enjoyable read. The development of the setting and background of the main characters draws the reader into the story. The personality development is detailed enough so that we can relate to the characters, and sometimes feel their emotion and understand their thinking. The best way to show this is to give you a glimpse of the portrayals.

For example, from Don Barrett, the born again Christian speaking briefly at the funeral of his client, Nathan Horton: “The American Tobacco Company may have thought its troubles were over when Nathan died. I have a message for them: Their troubles are just beginning, because Nathan’s family have picked up that banner that says justice and they are marching with it, and Fred Clark (a fellow attorney) and I are proud to be marching with them. I say this to the American Tobacco Company: We’re coming at you, we’re not gonna stop, you can run but you can’t hide. I
ask you to pray for us continually in this fight. The tobacco company has power and wealth, but they don’t have the power like this group praying. Please help us. Thank you.”

And about Merrell Williams, the moody actor and academic who decided to make his paralegal job of cataloguing Brown and Williamson’s internal documents into a crusade against public deceit. “Plowing through B&W’s files, Williams grew increasingly troubled about the way he felt the tobacco industry was manipulating and misleading the public. Certain things Williams discovered particularly stuck in his craw: evidence of marketing to kids, for example, and misuse of product placement in movies. Nothing, though, shocked him more than a group of files documenting the extensive role played by tobacco industry lawyers over the years in controlling the research into smoking and health conducted by the industry and in selectively screening the results. Given the increasing concerns over product liability litigation, the lawyers’ role at cigarette companies became central and pervasive. In Williams’ view it became improper as well.”

As the story evolves, Barrett and Williams become part of a growing number of characters who are searching for an effective strategy to attack the tobacco industry (or seeking to defend against it). After numerous legal defeats, the public health costs of state health coverage was recognised as the basis for a group grievance lawsuit. Experience showed that the tobacco industry could effectively counter personal liability claims through assumption of risk arguments. But the group grievance approach, first introduced in Mississippi, eventually brought the industry to the table to work out state settlements before an outright legal victory could be won against the industry.

While even the full title of the book gives away the eventual defeat of the industry in the end, the mystery in this story is how all the elements of this battle could come together. A disappointment in the third and final section of the book is that the denouement of this elaborate complexity is made incomplete with the author’s assertion that the individual state suits should have been dismissed with a legislative settlement through Congress. The author feels that there should have been some national policy action to accompany the settlement agreements with state governments. Orey states: “But from a broader standpoint of public policy, the states’ efforts were far less successful. . . . Smokers—and potential future smokers—would have been far better off with a policy that was part compromise than with no policy at all.”

This assertion is understandable from a Wall Street perspective. Let’s get this resolved so business without litigation can go on. But from a tobacco control perspective, it is dead wrong. The politics of the US Congress have historically favoured the tobacco industry whereas the politics of the court system has come to recognise certain legal liabilities based on corporate responsibility that the tobacco industry must face.

This brings me to the second book, Tobacco regulation: convergence of laws, medicine and public health. Here is the Minnesota case against the tobacco industry. This is more of a reflection on events than a story. It is both longer and more useful for those seeking to know the legal motivation and basis of seeking health cost compensation from the tobacco industry. In nine essays, four articles, and one case note, this law review publication makes the legal history, goals, perspectives and likely long term results of the Minnesota tobacco litigation clear. Comparing Hubert H Humphrey III’s remarks with Orey’s opine for closure, we see: “I believe that we are better off with no federal tobacco legislation than bad federal legislation . . . Why do I think that? Remember the last time Congress acted? We ended up with a labelling act that pre-empted the states and gave the tobacco companies a strong contributory fault defense” (because the label warns tobacco is harmful, the smoker assumes the risk in part (my comment)).

Both the background essays from lawyers in the Minnesota case and other material drawn from the 1998 symposium that is included in the book are excellent. More importantly, the legal articles provide detailed explanations about the legal basis and use of document discovery, proof of reliance arguments, confidentiality agreements, and tobacco document depository public access.

While I would recommend both books, I would urge readers to recognise that Orey is presenting a legal thriller for public consumption. He speaks primarily about “maverick” lawyers and shady business interests rather than about public policy or tobacco control issues. Assuming the risk is a story that provides the individual and incomplete resolution because it portrays a moving target of legal accountability and responsibility that is so incredible, it is bewildering. By comparison, The convergence essays show that those who strive for social justice are not confused misfits who stumble on a way to win a judgement against the tobacco industry. They are those for whom there is no settlement, only a long journey on the way to better public policy. This is an important lesson that puts law with medicine and public health, having public policy motivations, not simply feeding the individual pursuit of money, ambition, revenge, or religious vindication.

Finally, realising that the tobacco epidemic is an international problem, it is important to note that these books are both based in US law and therefore Americentric in their perspectives and conclusions. Although there is one mention of the importance of the US legal agreements for the larger international community by William Foeger, Carter Centre and Emory University, this is the exception. Even so, I shall confess some hope in these books and conclude as Foeger has done: “I do not know much about law, but I do realise there are problems with international law. It was recently stated that international law is to law as professional wrestling is to wrestling: no one over the age of nine mistakes it for the real thing. But, you could help to change that.”

STEPHEN HAMANN
Faculty of Medicine, Rangsit University
Phya Thai II Hospital, Phaholyothin Road, Phrayathai, Bangkok 10400, Thailand
shamann@hotmail.com

VIDEO REVIEWS

Smoker and mirrors: a history of denial
The sound rises up from the American South, rolling, lilting across the land, travelling its broad deltas and vast plains. It is the sound of tobacco being auctioned. “Lemme hear, what do I hear, lemme hear, hear, hear.” Against the backdrop of the auctioneer’s smooth, reassuring cadence, tobacco leaves make their journey from the farmer’s field to the curing barn. “What do I hear, what do I hear, what do I hear hear hear hear?”

The sound of tobacco being sold is but the mood setting prelude to an extraordinary film. Smoke and mirrors: a history of denial tells the story of tobacco in the United States, from its role as the colonies’ first cash crop to its current status as the globe’s corporate “public enemy number 1.”

Director Torrie Rosenzweig, who co-wrote and co-produced the film with Elise Pearlstein, offers up thoughtful interviews with leading researchers, writers, and public health officials, but has also gone far beyond the constraints of the talking head documentary. From a wanted poster of the 1880s (“Wanted 1000 girls & 500 boys—14–21—to learn to make little cigars. Clean factory. No dust and no bad air”) to the “7 Dwarfs”, the tobacco industry bosses who testified in 1994 that nicotine was not addictive, Smoke and mirrors has captured it all on film.

James Bonsack and his automated cigarette making machine ushered in the modern era of tobacco’s exponential growth. Pictures of Bonsack, his machine and his 1881 patent papers are displayed, as Allan Brandt, Harvard professor of the history of medicine, succinctly assesses the innovation’s significance: “Once you can produce 70–100 thousand cigarettes a day, you need to find out how to sell them.” And, as this film reminds us, the tobacco industry proved itself a particularly fast learner.
Rosenzweig has uncovered what must be one of the earliest motion picture ads for tobacco, an 1897 spot for Admiral cigarettes, by the Edison Company. A few men sit on a bench smoking as two others walk into the frame carrying a sagging banner that reads, “We all smoke.” Quaint, charming and, yet, the first salvo in what has been a century of increasingly subtle incitations to light up.

Smoke and mirrors features a number of memorable ad campaigns, either selling or attacking tobacco. The famous “I need smokes more than anything else” first world war recruitment poster, inspired by Admiral Pershing and his tobacco-starved American Expeditionary Force, highlights another pivotal moment in tobacco’s growing social acceptability. Equally damning are the moving pictures of earnest, smiling Red Cross nurses in their starched white uniforms, eagerly testing cigarette packs into neat little care bundles. By contrast, an early poster of “The Fatal Cigarette—The white-robed playing of death” is no match for one showing “A patriotic lad who aided the tobacco fund.”

Rosenzweig also unearthed interviews with advertising icons Edward Bernays, the man who offered women “torches of liberty,” and Leo Burnett, responsible for the fateful, rugged cowboy campaign that turned Marlboro into the world’s leading brand. An aged Burnett positively lights up when he recalls the new look that was being proposed for Marlboro. “We slapped this together in a manner of 24 hours. It was the greatest thing I ever saw. Every instinct I had, said ‘this is it’”. And his instincts were sadly right.

The anti-tobacco forces have not had the financial muscle to match the industry’s advertising power, but Smoke and mirrors underscores some significant triumphs, from the surgeon general’s report of 1964 to the Fairness Doctrine ads that followed soon after, to the “7 Dwarfs” congressional testimonial campaign that has helped fuel today’s anti-industry climate.

Classic smoking clips from films like Casablanca, To Have and Have Not, and Now, Voyagers, and from a “Winston break” on The Flintstones TV cartoon, complete the portrait of an industry still able to seduce and cajole viewers. Commentators like Philip Hills (New York Times journalist and author of Smoke and Mirrors), Stan Grantz, (former TC chairman) Michael Pertschuk and, particularly, Stan Grantz and Edward Bernays (New York Times journalist and author of Smoke and mirrors), this Canadian case study provides practical tools and direction for tobacco control advocates in all countries.

Director Jacob McCay, a former president of the Non-Smokers’ Rights Association, has gone behind the scenes with Canada’s health community, filming strategy sessions as the key players lobbied for what became the Tobacco Act of 1997.

Parts of Canada’s earlier legislation, the Tobacco Products Control Act, had been challenged in court by the tobacco industry and, in September 1995, certain sections of the law were struck down as being “inconsistent with the right of freedom of expression.” Faced with renewed industry advertising, and with the reversal coming just a year after a catastrophic slashing of tobacco taxes, the anti-tobacco forces had to move swiftly and navigate delicately to restore some of the old law’s provisions.

McCay’s film chronicles some real successes and some equally notable failures, always asking pertinent questions: How best to frame ads in response to the industry’s splashy campaigns? How hard to push a Health Minister who appears to be onside, but who is lacking Cabinet support? And, as the industry pushed the agenda onto the safe grounds of sponsorship restrictions, how could the message be moved back to a public health track?

As a measure of the complexity of the process, Liberal Senator Colin Kenny had to vote against his own tougher amendments, just to ensure passage of a minimally acceptable bill. Since the Tobacco Act’s passage, Kenny has managed the rare feat of getting a solid piece of anti-tobacco legislation passed in the Senate, only to have it blocked by his own party in the House of Commons.

Politics is clearly a complicated game and, in a simple, sober fashion, From the ashes shows how its rules are laid out and played out. A cautionary tale, and a worthy one.

STAN SHATENSTEIN
Editor, Tobacco News Online
Montreal, Quebec
Canada;
shatenstein@sympatico.ca

Further details: Magus Strategic Communications, contact Annie Jones (Tel +44 1653 698460)

12th International Symposium on Atherosclerosis
25–30 June 2000, Stockholm, Sweden
Further details: Stockholm Convention Centre (Tel +46 8 736 1900; fax +46 8 344 8441; isa2000@stoccon.se)

International Respiratory Nursing Conference
21–22 July 2000, Dublin, Ireland
Further details: Royal College of Nursing, London, UK (Tel +44 207 647 3584; fax +44 207 647 3412; mia.nisson@rcn.org.uk)

11th World Conference on Tobacco or Health
6–10 August 2000, Chicago, Illinois, USA
Further details: Conference Secretariat Manager, American Medical Association, 515 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois 60612, USA. (Tel +1 312 464 5159; fax +1 312 464 4111; 11thWCTOH@ama-assn.org)

UICC Conference on Cancer Control Issues in the Year 2000
8–9 September 2000, Seattle, Washington, USA
Further details: GP Murphy, Cancer Research Center, Northwest Hospital, Pacific Northwest Cancer Foundation, Seattle, Washington, USA. (Fax +1 206 363 3196)

Ninth World Conference on Lung Cancer
11–15 September 2000, Tokyo, Japan
Further details: International Communications Specialists, Inc, Sabo Kaikanbekkan, 2-7-4 Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-8646. (Tel +3 3263 6474; fax +3 3263 7077)

National Lung Cancer Awareness Day
12 November 2000
Further details: Carolyn Clary-Macy, University of California, San Francisco/ Mount Zion Cancer Center, USA. (http://cc.ucsf.edu/news/lung_ca_awareness.html or ALCASE at www.teleport.com/~alcase)

UICC International Smokeout
16 November 2000
Further details: International Union Against Cancer, Geneva, Switzerland. (Fax +41 22 809 1810; education@uicc.org)

Sixth International Congress of Behavioral Medicine
15–18 November 2000, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Further details: Intermedia, PO Box 1280, Milton, Queensland, 4064, Australia. (Tel +617 3369 0477; fax +617 3369 1512; ICBM@im.com.au; www.icbm2000.conf.au)

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Full details of events to be included in the calendar should be sent to John Weller, technical editor, BMA House, Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9JR, UK; john_weller@msn.com

Technical Assistance Legal Center Conference on the Legal Issues in Regulating Tobacco Advertising
8 June 2000, Emeryville, California, USA
Further details: Rachel Levine, Program Administrator, TALC, 505 14th Street, Suite 810, Oakland, California 94612, USA. (Tel +1 510 444 8252; rlevine@phi.org; www.phi.org/talc)

COPD 2000: Second International Multidisciplinary Meeting on Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
14–17 June 2000, Birmingham, UK

Further details: Magus Strategic Communications, contact Annie Jones (Tel +44 1653 698460)